Removing, cleaning, restaging and reinstalling your twin screw extruder screw set
Advice for removing screw elements from shafts.

By Bert Elliott and Bill Novak, Leistritz

If at all possible, work on the screws immediately after use while they are still hot, or put the screw shaft
assembly back in the ZSE twin screw extruder to heat the shafts and elements together. Allowing the
elements time to heat up slowly (about 20 minutes) is always better. The idea would then be to remove
the screw tips and slide off a portion of the screws onto a raised table or cart right at the end of the
machine.

Co-rotating and counter-rotating twin screw sets
If the shafts must be removed from the machine and heated with a torch, please use caution and heat
evenly all the way around the element. Do not let the elements change color! This can affect the
metallurgy. Warm them instead of burning them. Use a rosebud acetylene torch and be patient. While
the elements are hot, use a punch made from wood or hard plastic to push the elements from the
shaft. An aluminum or brass drift pin can also be used but caution is always advisable when impacting
the elements. An electric impact hammer may be purchased that will significantly help. Follow these
steps:
 USE HOT GLOVES
 Support the screw shaft assemblies at enough points so that they do not bend
 Unscrew the tips to remove the elements
 While using the rosebud pull the element from the shaft
 More difficult elements may need friendly persuasion
 Angle the appropriate punch against the flight of the element
 Use a rubber mallet and hammer while heating until the element moves
 Remove one at a time and be sure brush clean or scrape the exposed shaft
An impact hammer is a noisy device, and works very well at breaking loose stuck screw elements. The
above steps still need to be followed for screw removal, but additionally:
 Wear hearing protection!
 Modify the device to accept a brass tip
 While heating, apply hammering action to the flight of the element

Screw element cleaning and inspection:
Best results may be obtained by at least doing an initial cleaning with a steel wire brush or copper gauze
as the screws are removed from the machine. Once they are brushed off, the elements may be placed in
an oven or fluidized bath to clean them. Don’t exceed the temperature rating of the metallurgy!
If there is black, baked-on, degraded material, some form of mechanical abrasion will be required to
remove it. Brass or copper brushes are often too soft, and won’t get baked on degraded materials off. If
this is the case:
 WEAR GLOVES AND EYE PROTECTION
 Use a stiff steel wire brush wheel on a bench grinder
 Use a belt sander (small air-powered portable belt sanders work well)
 Use a sandblaster or dry-ice blaster
 Clean element key ways and splined bores
Once the elements are clean, inspect them for hairline cracks, and any nicks or gouges. Nicks and
gouges may become cracks and should be gently smoothed out with a file or grinding disc.
In addition, end faces should be “stoned” or sanded smooth with 320 grit sandpaper. This should be done
on a level flat mechanical surface such as a marble slab or thick steel plate. Lay emery cloth or 320 grit
paper flat on the surface and work the face of the element in a figure eight pattern applying only enough
pressure to evenly clean the element face. If wear rate is to be documented, the dimensions should be
checked with a micrometer and recorded. Elements with hairline cracks should be discarded. Damaged
elements break apart while running and have been known to twist shafts, wreck barrels, and cause
catastrophic failure to gearboxes.
Rebuilding the screw shaft assembly:
It bears mentioning that the screw components have sharp edges and can cause injury if not handled
properly. Leather palm gloves or gloves made from other cut resistant fabrics should be worn whenever
handling screw elements.


Clean the shafts with a wire brush to remove any remaining foreign material. This includes the
coupling splines
 Inspect the screw elements and use the above procedure to clear any foreign material
 An anti-seize compound should be used every time elements are assembled on a shaft. A
candidate is Gleitmo 820, see: www.fuchs-lubritech.com. It is a white grease that does not
degrade at high temperatures
 Anti-seize should coat all shaft surfaces, but be used sparingly (wipe on-wipe off). Any anti-seize
that builds up on an element end faces while installing on the shaft must be removed
 Position both shafts as a pair parallel to each other. If the shaft clamping block is available use
this fixture to hold the shafts in the correct timing position
 If the fixture is unavailable, clamp the shaft ends between two wood blocks at the correct shaft
center line distance
 The screw elements will now be installed as pairs. The relative position between the screw
elements and the shaft set screws must be correct (timing)
 Once the first pair is in the correct orientation, the remaining elements are arranged “face to
face”. It is common to move the first pair back out toward the end of the shaft so the end profiles
of each element can be aligned so that they match
 Assemble the screw elements onto the shafts following the design drawing
 Complete the screw shaft assembly by threading on a pair of screw tips and tightening just handtight for now. The final tightening will be done after the screws are in the extruder
Note: Proceed carefully, wiping the element end-faces each in its turn. Be sure to double check
their alignment, especially on splined shafts. This will ensure the ability of the screws to turn properly as a
set and expedite the reinstallation of the completed assembly
 The assembled screws can now be double checked by ensuring the gap between the completed
assemblies is spaced consistently. The tolerance between the elements is very tight, but a gap

should be visible. A flashlight can be used to confirm visibility and check that the line of light
running between the elements remains constant




Note intermesh gap between screws
Install the screw shaft couplings on the gearbox output shafts
Coat the shaft splines liberally with an anti-seize compound

As an assembly check, lay the 2 screws on a flat table or floor so they’re intermeshed correctly, and roll
the screw set back and forth, while looking for any interferences (co-rotating screws only). A set of
elements incorrectly installed will either rub together or tend to push the 2 screws apart where they
intermesh.
Reinstalling the screws into the twin screw extruder:
To reinstall the completed screw shaft assemblies, first ensure that the gearbox output shafts and
couplings are in the correct position, which means the setscrews or coupling pointers are facing outwards
at 9:00 and 3:00 o’clock. To rotate the output shafts of the gearbox, either turn the motor input coupling
by hand (with the main power shut off and locked out), or rotate the motor very slowly using the drive.
Orient the screw tail-shafts the same way (9:00 and 3:00 o’clock), and hold the 2 screws close together
so they’re intermeshed.
 Remove any hardened material from the barrel bores
 Vacuum all loose debris from connecting piping and barrel bore
 Ensure proper alignment of the barrels
 Visually check for possible interference from plugs, adapters, and devices
 Insert the timed screw shaft assembly level and parallel
 DO NOT FORCE the shafts further if an interference is felt
 Once the screw shaft splines clear the seal plate, coat the splines with anti-seize
 Push the shaft assembly the remaining distance into the coupling
 Complete the screw shaft coupling installation
Once the screws are fully engaged in the couplings, check to see that both screw tips are protruding from
the barrel end-flange by the same distance. If they’re not, something is wrong and the screws should be
removed and the assembly checked.
At this time, do the final tightening of the screw tips using the tip wrench supplied with the
machine. Remember that the tips have a left-hand thread on a co-rotating extruder. Tighten each tip
until the gearbox/motor starts to rotate. That’s tight enough. Do not use any kind of “cheater pipe” on

the tip wrench to torque the tips tighter. As a final check, with the speed set point very low (1-2 RPM)
start the main drive and rotate the screw set through a few revolutions. If everything seems OK, increase
the speed to 20 RPM and listen for any knocking sounds. Minor clicking sounds are normal because the
screws/barrels are dry. As material is introduced clicking sounds will usually go away.
List of recommended tools/parts for your maintenance shop
Having the right tools can make life a lot easier. The well-equipped extrusion shop should have the
following items:
 6 ft. and 10 ft. folding ladder
 Work bench with wood top, with a 6" vise mounted to one end
 Work gloves
 Insulated hot work gloves
 Propane torch
 Misc. size wire brushes
 Copper gauze
 Anti-seize for any heated bolts, for instance on the die
 Full set of common hand tools
 Flashlight
 Plastic buckets
 Fire extinguishers, situated close to the machines
 Pry bar (crowbar)
 Duct tape
 Electrical tape
 Cable ties
 Fluidized bed high temperature cleaner, or an oven made for cleaning plastic off of metal parts
 Resin scoopers
 Rubber gloves (disposable type)
 First-aid kit
 Wire brushes, both flat and round
 Brass scraper (or stiff brass putty knife)
 High-temp. glass fiber insulation, roll of ¼” x 2” (to wrap dies or melt pipe adapters)
 Mold release spray
 Wood or plastic paint stirrers (for poking the feed or vent ports)
 Copper gauze
 Sandpaper, 220 and 320 grit
 Shop vac.
 Metric combination open end/box end wrenches
 Channel lock pliers
 Needle nose pliers
 Vise-grips
 Utility knives
 Hacksaw
 Pipe wrenches, 6” and 12”
 Files, both flat and round
 Wire stripper
 Kit with misc. electrical wire and connectors, wire nuts
 Screwdrivers, wrenches, hammer, allen wrenches (Metric)
 Digital multimeter
 Clamp-on inductive ammeter with AC and DC capability
 Teflon tape
 High-temp fiberglass tape, 1” wide
 1/2" electric drill, and full set of drill bits





Drill press
4.5” angle grinder, with both sanding and abrasive cutoff disks
Dremel moto-tool, with all the available attachments

Spare parts that should always be kept on-hand:
 Fuses
 Thermocouples
 Thermocouple bayonet adaptors
 Barrel heaters
 Die heaters
 Solid state relays, correct type for heat zones
 Dynisco pressure transducer
 Oil filter for gearbox
 Correct grade of oil for gearbox
 Gaskets and O-rings for vacuum stack assembly
 Barrel cooling hoses
 Solenoid valve
 Screws/barrels/shafts (depending upon type installation)
 Screw tips

Some of the tools you’ll use

